
L2900  LAW & ORDER  (USA, 9/13/1990-    )  [TV SERIES] 
 
 Series summary:  Mystery/legal melodrama set in contemporary New York City.  
 
 Armed forces  (10/3/2001) 
 
  Credits: director, Martha Mitchell ; writers, Richard Schweren, Sean   

Jablonski.  
  Cast: Jerry Orbach, Michael Murphy, Jack Willis, Charles Brown. 
  Summary:  The fatal stabbing of a man leads to the discovery of his status as 

a Vietnam veteran and the truth about an atrocity in Vietnam in which he 
and three other American soldiers were involved. Based on the controversy 
over Senator Bob Kerrey’s Vietnam war record.  

 
 Charm city  (2/7- 2/9/1996) [with Homicide: life on the streets] 
 
  Credits: director, Ed Sherin ; writers, Michael S. Chernuchin, Jorge  

Zamecona.  
  Cast: Jerry Orbach, Benjamin Bratt, Lee Burmeister. 
  Summary:  The New York detectives (Orbach and Bratt) investigate a 

bombing on a subway train coming into midtown Manhattan from Harlem. 
The similarity of the attack with one five years earlier at a Black church in 
Baltimore brings the police from Baltimore (Braugher and Secor) into the 
case. This leads to the apprehension and trial of a Baltimore truck driver with 
white supremacist ties. The suspect is convicted in a New York trial, but he 
refuses to talk about the earlier case, fearing for the safety of his wife and son 
in Baltimore.  

 
 White rabbit  (10/19/1994) 
 
  Credits: director, Steve Robman ; writers, Ed Zuckerman, Morgan Gendel.  
  Cast: Jerry Orbach, Mary-Joan Negro. 
  Summary:  A routine investigation uncovers evidence that leads Briscoe and 

Logan to a long-time fugitive (Negro), a radical Vietnam War opponent on 
the run since a 1971 burglary that left a policeman dead.  
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